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 In metropolitan communication infrastructures a revolutionary technique is 

emerge known as terrestrial optical wireless communication (OWC), which 

makes a high-rise building connection is possible. Even with this solution, 

there are many other problems like the influence of haze and fog in the 

propagation channel which obstruct and scatter OWC propagation light and 

consequently led to a big attenuation, due to propagate in temporal, angular 

and spatial of the light signal. Not to mention the minimum visibility that 

discourages the implementation of the pointing errors (PE) and tracking 

system. This present work aims to analyze the interrelation between multiple 

scattering (dense fog, heavy fog, light fog, heavy haze and light haze) and 

receiver PE under modified duo-binary return-to-zero (MDRZ) system. We 

found that PE caused by beam swag is the main controlling factor and 

industriously minimize the link margin, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and 

raise the bit error rate (BER) when there is an increasing the turbulence 

strength and the track length. We recommended to guarantee transmitter–

receiver alignment by installing a variable field of view (FOV) receiver (a 

tracking system) to overcome the scattering impact of the fog that make 

render urban laser communication effective in the presence of PE. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Until 1962 radio-frequency (RF) consider appropriate communicating securely between satellite and 

submarine, but after this year a new laser technology is appearing that replace the RF uses point to point 

space communication systems this replacement is happen duo to low risk of electromagnetic interference 

(EMI), lower power requirement and higher bandwidth capacity [1]. Fog which considers the most 

challenging attenuator and have remained a research topic for optical wireless communication (OWC) links 

over the years. Fog may have distinguished by many physical elements, i.n. humidity, temperature, particle 

size distribution and liquid water content [2]-[7]. 

In real time There is an increasing transmission requirement for high data rate and only optical 

communications can provide this bandwidth required. In spite of fiber backbone extend hither and thither in 

the world and reached greatest cities in the globe and yet are discouraged by bottleneck that limit data flow 

through “the last mile,” reaching the end user. Recently the wireless term has been conveniently linked with 
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technologies like the RF, led to the rise of terrestrial OWC that was emerging in the telecommunication 

industry as a viable source for providing a great important modification in the scope of communication 

technology in general [8]-[11]. Terrestrial OWC was Initially taken into account at a resolution of the last 

mile access trouble that happened when internet service provider (ISP) cannot link optical fiber from the 

central office (CO) to every user residence duo to the high installation costs. Therefore, the investigations are 

in the way of increasing data transfer speed applications by enabling connecting link between two fixed 

platforms for example companies, business office and other targeted facility locations through free space 

optical (FSO) atmospheric channel and by wherewithal of minimum light emitting diodes (LEDs) or lasers 

[12], [13], without conceding the effectiveness parameters and resource expense of spreading by the fiber 

optic connection as shown in the Figure 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Graphical explanation of the Terrestrial OWC scenario [14] 

 

 

OWC usually utilizes modulated beams of infrared or visible light to send some very big data 

volumes among line of sight (LOS) transceivers. The frequency ranges of 20-300 THz in the optical carrier 

produce a hungry communication application for the future of OWC links technology. The major 

applications of OWC include short, mid and long range communication applications when there is a need to 

transmit high data volumes (100 GB/s range) [15], [16].  

The main condition of making a successful connection and establish a communication link in the 

terrestrial OWC outdoor area is the condition of point to point communication, in other word we need a very 

clear line of sight over a range up to several kilometers between the receiver and transmitter. To do so and 

neglect the requirement of any optic fiber cable [17]. We need to use invisible beams of light having up to  

20 Gbps data rate, to supply optical bandwidth linked authorize video communications, data and voice 

altogether on air, the system depended of an optical receiver and optical transmitter suppling a bi-directional 

ability at the time the free space work as the connecting channel [18]. On the other hand, OWC system has 

two main disadvantages that its effectiveness relies on it, which give rise to transmission errors.  

Firstly, Mie scattering phenomena is the major attenuation participating impact that brings about 480 

dB/km attenuations in dense maritime fog environments in La Turbie (France) and 130 dB/km in continental 

fog climate in Graz (Austria) [19]. This is a phenomena (Mie scattering) mainly occurs duo to spatial 

difference in the complex refractive index real part, during  transmitting wavelength. Which in turn happened 

because of the statistical fluctuations in fog particle density as shown in Figure 2 [20]-[22]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Schematic illustration in the presence of multiple scattering medium and pointing error [23] 
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Secondly, misalignment fading that happened with Weak earthquakes in the building sway 

phenomenon, dynamic wind loads and Thermal expansion that reason of shaking the transmitter beam 

driving to a misalignment among receiver and transmitter recognized as pointing error as shown in Figure 3. 

These PE may lead to important effectiveness degradation and are a critical problem in civilized region, 

because the terrestrial OWC devices are located in high rise buildings [24]-[27]. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. OWC transceiver system located on high rise buildings within 100-5000 m range 
 

 

Most recent studies take into their consideration and suppose that influence of single-scattering in 

the signal in the received side has no ISI, and that is correct in case light fog situation [28]. In our article we 

discuss this problem and analysis them in an optisystem program to come up with the best recommendation, 

therefore many solutions have come to surface to hold line-of-sight among the receiver and transmitter, like 

they must raise the beam width and power. Even that, a wide beam width raises the wanted SNR directing to 

raise the intricacy and estimate price, additionally, outage appearances might consequence in case of narrow 

beam [29]. Another solution has raised as the laser power increased to overcome the extra attenuated as the 

distance raised. As a consequence of difference in the refractive index, Turbulence-induced fading happened, 

that, familiar as scintillation, which give rise to irradiance fluctuations in the signal on the other side. We 

already know that the return-to-zero (RZ) modulation format is best for long distance, even with it is complex 

and costly comparing to non-return-to-zero (NRZ), which is employed for short range. Therefore, we 

concentrate on other modulation techniques to analysis like below some recent paper that discusses recent 

problems near to our topic. 

Balaji and Prabu [30] using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) the authors 

investigate the performance of radio-on-free space optical (ROFSO) system scheme. The result shows as we 

increase hops (L) total link length of the ROFSO system is enhanced significantly. Also, with hybrid direct 

current-biased optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing-pulse width modulation (DCO-OFDM-

PWM) and direct current-biased optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing- position modulation 

(DCO-OFDM-PPM). Schemes in [31] show that the cellular order provides marginally bigger BER 

achievement against the LOS link. Ebrahimi et al. [32] is another paper study the DCO-OFDM-PPM for an 

ideal LOS channel and for 16- QAM at the BER of 10-3. While [33] studied The Monte Carlo simulations 

idea of a variable field of view receiver of different optical and densities types for narrow-beam in OWC, the 

result shows the possibility of boosting communication system effectiveness through fog in a simple and 

cheap way. on other hand [34] introduce insight into designing effective FSO systems that present 

measurement results in the southern coast of France, the conclude shows better performance and enhanced 

resilience.in addition, the proposed system [35] is designed for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) 

using 64 channels. It is observed from the results that modified duo-binary return-to-zero-differential 

quadrature phase-shift keying (MDRZ‐DQPSK) modulation gives excellent Q-factor compared to dark 

return-to-zero (DRZ)‐DQPSK and carrier-suppressed return-to-zero (CSRZ)‐DQPSK Modulation with data 

rate transmission equal to 10 Gbps in a favorable distance up to 4500 km. Now in [36] the authors trying to 

reduce pointing errors by replacing the multi-hop relay configuration via an equivalent dual-hop scheme to 

used it in the 5G/5G+ networks. And finally, Gappmair and Nistazakis [37] we are extending this study to a 

gamma-gamma model, the results provide approximate closed form expressions, which are accurate enough 

over a wide signal to noise ratio range. Chauhan et al. [38] the binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) FSO link 

combined with the 2*2 space diversity technique gives enhance BER effectiveness of 42% compared to on-

off keying (OOK) these techniques can merge a collection of devices into smart cities. 
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2. THE PROPOSED METHOD  

During different atmospheric attenuation impacts on the OWC communication link, fog is the 

extreme significant parameter. The best delicate method of attenuation counting in droplet fog condition, is 

founded by Mie scattering low. Even that, Mie scattering low requested particular knowledge of fog factor, 

for example refractive index, particle size distribution, and particle size. That might not be easily obtainable 

at a specific position of designation. Furthermore, it includes a complicated calculation. On the other hand, a 

proposition is predicting a particular attenuation according to the use of fog data clarity. Here we discussed 

Kruse and Kim models. These models utilize clarity to predict particular attention. The particular attenuation 

model for both Kruse and Kim are given by (1) and (2). 
 

𝑎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 =
10 log 𝑉%

𝑉(𝑘𝑚)
 (
λ0

𝜆
)−𝑞(𝑑𝐵 𝑘𝑚⁄ ) (1) 

 

For Kruse model λ0 as visibility, reference (550 nm), λ in nm stands for wavelength, V% stands for 

transmission of the air drops to percentage of clear sky and V(km) stands for visible. 
 

𝑞 = {

1.6 𝑖𝑓 𝑉 > 50 𝑘𝑚
1.3 𝑖𝑓 6 𝑘𝑚 > 𝑉 > 50

0.585𝑉1 3⁄ 𝑖𝑓 𝑉 < 6 𝑘𝑚

} (2) 

 

In (2) means that, there will be minimum attenuation for bigger wavelengths for any meteorological 

situation. We anticipated the attenuation of 1550 nm is less than the attenuation of shorter wavelengths. 

Below Kim model for low visibility in dense fog which explain reject this wavelength conditional 

attenuation. The q variable in the (1) for is given by the (3): 
 

𝑞 =

{
 
 

 
 

1.6
1.3

0.16 𝑉 + 0.34

𝑖𝑓 𝑉 > 50 𝑘𝑚
𝑖𝑓 6 𝑘𝑚 < 𝑉 < 50 𝑘𝑚
𝑖𝑓 1 𝑘𝑚 < 𝑉 < 6 𝑘𝑚

 
 
 

𝑉 − 0.5 𝑖𝑓 0.5 𝑘𝑚 < 𝑉 < 1 𝑘𝑚  
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑉 < 0.5 𝑘𝑚  }

 
 

 
 

 (3) 

 

Kruse and Kim model is expressed when the general attenuation coefficient that work as a function of 

wavelength and visual range as given by (4): 
 

𝑎(𝜆) =
3.912 

𝑉
 [

𝜆

550
]  [1𝑞 𝑘𝑚]⁄  (4) 

 

According to the model (3), q is the size distribution of scattering particles, λ is the wavelength in 

nanometers is the visibility distance in kilometers and α(λ) is the specific attenuation the attenuation γ of fog 

and finally haze is regarding to permeability by the (5) where α is the coefficient of attenuation for every unit 

of length, P(0) is the emitted power and P(l ) is the power of the signal at a range l of the sender. 
 

𝜏(𝑙) =
𝑃(𝑙)

𝑃(0)
= 𝑒−𝑎∗𝑙 (5) 

 

Suppose that fog deploy in the entire communication rang to cover a distance, to simulate the 

minimal absorption, the imaginary part must be one thousandth of the real part. Using the Kruse formula in 

fog let us distinguish its situation with a visibility distance and impute fog to the optical attenuation. 

However, this Kruse format is unsuitable to fog duo to fog wavelength dependence is very small in the 

infrared range and visible. And this led to, it is very substantial to allocate a fog situation with an element that 

is very comprehensive than a vision ranges, thus let us to use 1550 nm wavelength in our design. Now we 

discuss the type of modulation used in our design, which is modified duobinary (MDB) scheme that include 

two-digit correlation interval. Compressing bandwidth in the MDB is imaginable because of it is schematic 

design. We chose modified duo-binary return-to-zero (MDRZ) in our simulation design duo to MDRZ format 

has a very narrow optical bandwidth comparing to regular duo-binary return-to-zero (DRZ) and thus make 

MDB has high fiber non linearity and great dispersion tolerance. Duobinary (DB) and MDB are shown by 

(6), (7) respectively, explaining the pulse forms. 
 

𝑥(𝑡) =  sin 𝑐 (
𝑡

𝑦
) + sin 𝑐 (

𝑡−𝑇

𝑇
) (6) 

 

𝑥(𝑡) = sin 𝑐 (
𝑡+𝑇

𝑇
) − sin 𝑐 (

𝑡−𝑇

𝑇
) (7) 
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3. RESEARCH METHOD (SIMULATION) 

OWC collection made up of 3 requisite components: the receiver, the atmospheric channel, and 

sender. OWC also recognized as “lasercom,” that turn into a reality of life recently in the field of civilized 

high demand wireless networks. The transmitter includes a telescope that aligns and collimates the beam 

transport the optic signal. And a laser that is modulated to diffuse pulses. Our propagation channel system is 

the atmosphere in urban terrestrial applications the receiver and transmitter are located on the rooftops of 

bridges, high rise buildings within 100-5000 m range as shown in the Figure 3. 

As shown in block Figure 4, it needs 2 optical modulators earn MDB signal; first one to raise the 

transmitter expense by carve the NRZ data to RZ signal and the second one is to generate NRZ duo-binary 

signal. The Figure 5 explain the simulation of the 20 Gbps MDB in optisystem program. It is identical to 

duo-binary RZ, especially in the first step that generate the a NRZ duobinary signal, although there is a delay 

and add a circuit replaced by delay subtract circuit. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Block diagram of MDRZ transmitter 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Block diagram of single channel OWC-MDRZ in optisystem program 
 
 

The transmitter must contain a pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) generator that supplies our first 

signal to the fork1 with a 1*2 port. The fork divides the signals to two outputs, On the first output of the 
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fork1, the output inter RZ pulse generates then goes to the final BER analyzer to synchronize the final output 

signal. Second exit of the fork1 is consider the major route un our system that feeds the duobinary procedure 

(with delay equal to 1 bits). Now the signal in the main course, the duobinary procedure need to shape these 

pulses by intering it in NRZ pulse generators. After that the output goes to the fork2 that divide the signal 

into two sides, one of them inter directly to electrical subtractor and the other pass through the electrical time 

delay (with 1/bit rates) then inter to the electrical subtractor. 

The electrical subtractor fed fork3, the first forks outputs go to Li-Nb MZ modulator_1 after passing 

through electrical gain. So, we have the first input in MZ modulator_1 then the second input with 1550 nm 

wavelength is came from the continuous wave laser and at last the third input came from fork3 straight. After 

this MZ modulator_1 the output is going to Li-Nb MZ modulator_2 which in turn has likewise three inputs. 

His second and third input come from a sine generator which having a phase equal to –π/2 and 

frequency equal to the bit rate. In this Li-Nb MZ modulator_2, phase is inverted in the pulses that were 

aroused by the existence of logic ‘1’ in the former bit slot. An electrical signal generator with phase equal to 

−90° and 20 GHz is coming directly from a sinusoidal and goes to Li-Nb MZ modulator_2 as a second input. 

And finally, a signal that pass through the electrical gain (-1) and than goes to the sinusoidal to become the 

third input to Li-Nb MZ modulator_2. In case of regular duobinary we alternate the phase of bits “1” is only 

after a bit “0” shows, however, in case of MDRZ we change the phase between 0 and 180 degrees for the bits 

“1”. That is as shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Generation of modified duobinary pulses 

 

 

At the time we kept the phase “zero” bits to constant states, a 180° phase different is inserted among 

all the sequential “ones” that end to extinction of the duobinary carrier signal. It is easy and therefore the 

Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) should be biased at the null point for direct detection. MDB pulses 

generation is done by transfer, combining of an extra delay. After that the output signal of the second Li-Nb 

MZ modulator_2 inter to the OWC transmitter through the atmosphere and then collect on the receiver side. 

The receiver contains decision-making unit, the detector and the receiver aperture. The aperture size defines 

the general value of gathering power, collecting the light coming within a specific radial range of the optic 

axis of transmission. For direct detection utilizing a personal identification number (PIN) photo detector that 

transforms the optical beam to an electrical signal which is then amplified. An optical low pass filter is 

generally set up after to the PIN photodetector to limit the background noise. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this partition, we presented a simulation result. The figures below indicate the graphs between 

distance and BER obtained for haze and fog in different attenuation level starting for (84.9, 25.5, 15.5, 2.37, 

0.55) dB, which represent dense fog, heavy fog, light fog, heavy haze and light haze respectively.We 

measure each weather condition using 5 different values of pointing error (2, 4, 6, 8, 10) urmd, monitor each 

one of them gave us an integrated scenario to different weather and pointing error, which is simulated a two-

building connecting to each other in different time of the year and different location (especially the area in 

earthquake) the appropriate result to be analyzed. 

From Figure 7 the results show that in case of light haze, BER value decreases as the attenuation 

decrease for the same transmission distance. From the Figure 8, it is obvious that at a range of 34 km, in case 

of pointing error 2 is the best distance to cover. Where is 5 km in PE 10 is the best distance to cover. The 

value of the BER for heavy haze, light fog, heavy fog and dense fog at different distance is more than light 

haze and cover less distance, but identical when it come to the best pointing error, where is the 2 is always 

the best followed by 4, 6, 8, 10. 

As shown in Figure 8 the heavy haze can cover up to 15 km with PE 2 and 2.2 km with PE 10. For 

general information the cover meaning that the signal can reach the destination with acceptable effusion 

which mean 1e-12 for BER and 6 for Q-factor. As shown in the Figures 9, 10 and 11 the fog side the 
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maximum distance to cover is (2500, 1750, 630) meter with PE 2 and minimum distance to cover is (800, 

600, 275) meter with PE 10 for light fog, heavy fog and dense fog respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Shows a simulation result of OWC-MDRZ with various pointing error under light haze (0.55) dB 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Shows a simulation result of OWC-MDRZ with various pointing error under heavy haze (2.37) dB 
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Figure 9. Shows a simulation result of OWC-MDRZ with various pointing error under light fog (15.5) dB 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Shows a simulation result of OWC-MDRZ with various pointing error under heavy fog (25.5) dB 
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Figure 11. Shows a simulation result of OWC-MDRZ with various pointing error under dense fog (84.9) dB 

 

 

We focus on the particular problem of haze and fog in the atmospheric channel, gas molecules and 

aerosols infiltrate this transition medium and minimize communication effectiveness even on a clear day. 

Because of scattering and absorption mechanisms. In our sample, the optical depth is the element which 

denotes the thickness of fog. In another word during the optical depth a multiple-scatter channel are 

commonly denoted the average number of interactions that light will incur when spreading. 

From the figures above as the distance of the FSO raises, the value of receiving power decrease. The 

system’s link range and performance are adversely affected in the time heavy haze and moderately in system 

simulation conditions on the other hand. The light haze displays the best result (maximum distance to cover) 

as compared to other weather conditions. Similarly, the value of SNR accomplished is higher in situation like 

light haze followed by heavy haze, light fog, heavy fog and dense fog. However, when transmitter–receiver 

alignment is not stringent maintained a narrow FOV receiver is becoming a very big problem. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this work, 20 Gbps Terrestrial-OWC MDRZ link is transported over the influence of weather 

turbulences using various transmitting pointing errors (PE). PE which plays a significant role with FOV 

restrictions due to it is the main problem when data transmission through a multi-scattering medium (haze or 

fog). The incident receiver power reduces not only the spatial spread and light attenuated absorption, but also 

by diffusion of the angle of arrival signal in the receiver aperture. This present work aims to analyze the 

interrelation between multiple scattering (light haze, heavy haze, light fog, heavy fog and dense fog) and 

receiver pointing error. We conclude from the result that the pointing error caused by beam wander is the 

predominant factor and it sorely decreases the SNR, link margin and raise the BER, when there is an 

increasing the turbulence strength and the track length. Our paper contributions are to avoid an unsuitable 

system that outcome from pointing errors and lost the scattered light that traverses the optic path. We 

recommended to guarantee transmitter–receiver alignment by installing a variable FOV receiver (a tracking 

system) to contribute in the scattering overcoming impact of the fog that make render urban laser 

communication effective in the presence of pointing error. 
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